
COMMERCE LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL

PLAYING & SUPPLEMENTAL RULES

Majors  DIVISION

Playing rules shall be the Little League Official Regulations and Playing Rules "Green Book" for

the current year, unless supplemented below.

GENERAL:

1. GAME:
a. “THREE AND ALL RULE”

i. Each player must play a minimum a three (3)  defensive innings per game.

ii. All players (i.e., the complete team roster present at the game) shall bat in
consecutive order. NO batting changes are permitted (excluding injury). An
injured player may not return if he/she misses a turn at bat or cannot fulfill the
minimum fielding requirements. There is no penalty if an injured player misses an
at bat. Managers are allowed unlimited defensive substitutions.

b. DROPPED THIRD STRIKE: IS in effect.

c. INFIELD FLY RULES:  IS in effect.

d. FIELD DIMENSIONS: Pitching Mound 46 feet’, Bases 60 feet.

2. PITCHING:
a. The manager must remove the pitcher when said pitcher reaches the limit for his/her

age group per Little League rules or nine (9) consecutive outs.

i. Any player on a regular season team may pitch. (NOTE: There is no limit to the
number of pitchers a team may use in a game.) Coaches are encouraged to pitch
as many players as possible during the season.

ii. Players may not return as a pitcher once removed from the  mound.

iii. If Division VP notices a pitcher pitching an excessive amount, he will talk with the
Manager about giving that player a break from pitching duties. If an agreement
cannot be reached between Manager and VP, the Executive Board may make a
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determination on temporary pitching eligibility. Safety of a players arm will be
considered first and foremost.

VIOLATORS OF THE ABOVE PITCHING RULES ARE SUBJECT TO EJECTION FROM THE GAME.

3. BASERUNNING:
a. Players must return to their base once the pitcher is on the mound (pitching rubber) with

possession of the ball, and the catcher is standing or crouching behind the plate with
catcher’s gear on and ready to receive the  pitch.

b. Base runners may not leave a base until a pitched ball has crossed the plate or a batter
puts the ball into play.

c. Stealing home is allowed.

4. MERCY RULE:
a. A fifteen run spread between teams by the end of the third inning (two and a half innings

if the home team is ahead), ten run spread between teams by the end of the fourth
inning (3 ½ innings if home team is ahead) or any inning thereafter shall be considered a
complete game.

5. SAFETY:
a. On deck batting is prohibited. Starting after pre-game outfield batting practice, players

should not have a bat in their hands unless they are currently batting or returning to the
dugout after an at-bat.
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